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Custron T1070MDO - A Good In-dash DVD Player for Ford from Autodvdgps

If your car is Ford Mondeo S-Max, C-MAX, or Focus 2008-2010, and you are still looking for an in
dash DVD player for your love car, you are lucky! Custron T1070MDO, is just a in dash DVD player
specialized for your car! Read on, maybe you will find that the following introduced is just what you
are looking!

Good seller. Comparing different stores before buying is necessary. Custron T1070MDO, as a new
arrival on autodvdgps, has become a very popular product. One of the reasons is autodvdgps' good
service. Autodvdgps, a professional automotive aftermarket products online store of China, is run by
Qualir. Qualir, founded in 1998, always aims to make car owners' drive more easily and cosily by
providing auto electronics of quality and reliability. Over these years, Qualir has been offering its
consumers best products, as well as the most satisfying service. That is the main reason why
autodvdgps has become car owners' first choice!

Trustworthy brand. Of course a good seller must have trustworthy products and brands, this way, it
can attract more more consumers' attention. Custron is an aftermarket in dash car electronics
brand, owned by Kastone Technology. Co., LTD, which was established in 2009 in both Hong Kong
and Shenzhen China. It is also a brand on the behalf of high-end aftermarket car electronics
products. They have experienced technologist and management personnel, with strong technical
strength, completed production testing equipment and a precise manufacturing mode. All steps from
raw materials to procurement, production, testing, sales and after-sales service are under control
with a very strict quality monitoring system. So Custron T1070MDO is a trustworthy car DVD player.

Multiple functions. Custron T1070MDO has almost all the functions you expect: 7.0â€³ all-in-one
800*480 HD digital screen supports all function touch screen, which makes operate easy, fast and
more convenient. The latest multi-function built-in GPS supports 3D map, and also featured desktop
calendar and clock, that bring us brand new look, and via GPS dual zone selectable feature,
listening to music while in navigation is available. It supports AM, FM, and can show RDS
information. US, Europe and Asia standards are available. The built in handsfree bluetooth owns
characteristic icons, so it has simple operation. The phonebook makes calling so easy. Friendly
Graphical User's interface, perfectly brings you Visual Experience. MP3 or MP4 media files can be
played via SD card and USB directly.  It supports 32GB music SD and 16GB USB in maximum, also
support iPod. When playing MP3, it can display singer's Information(e.g. singer's photo, title, etc). 
In addition, it also has some unexpected features: Subwoofer 4.1 ch line output allows you to enjoy
terrific listening experience. Steering wheel control function makes your driving journey easily and
safely. Latest Windows CE.NET 6.0 system has a fast responding speed. It also has 64 channels to
search satellites, the warm boot only needs 2 seconds.

If you are interested in such an in dash DVD player, please refer to autodvdgps.com, there you will
learn much more detailed information about it, as well as other more car electronics and
accessories.
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